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ON SCATTERED COMPACT ORDERED SETS

GADI MORAN

Abstract. A compact ordered set K enjoys the property that every

continuous real function on AT is a sum of its increments if and only if K is

scattered.

A topological space K is said to be scattered if every nonempty subset of K

contains a relatively isolated point. Let C(K) denote the Banach space of real

continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space K, with the supremum

norm. In [PS] Peltzmski and Semadeni characterize the scattered compact

Hausdorff spaces K in the class of compact Hausdorff spaces by isomorphism

invariants of C(K), among other characterizations (see also [BP]). The

purpose of this note is to characterize the class of scattered compact orders

among the compact orders by means of properties of their continuous real

valued functions as follows.

Theorem 1. Let K be a nonempty compact ordered set. Then the following

conditions are equivalent:

(a) K is scattered;

(b) every f E C(K) is a sum of its increments;

(c) every f E C(K) is uniquely determined by its increments;

(d)for every A G K, \A\ = \A\.

A short dictionary and few remarks are in order. A denotes the closure of

A G K, and \A\ denotes the cardinality of A. Given an ordered set K and

a E K, define the right neighbor rnK(a) of a in K as the greatest b E K such

that no c E K satisfies a < c < b.

Before going on it is useful to recall:

Proposition 1 ([HK], see [K p. 162]). Let K be an ordered set. Then K is

compact iff every nonempty subset of K has a least upper bound and a greatest

lower bound.

Let mK [MK] denote the minimal [maximal] element of the nonempty

compact ordered set K. Let/ E C(K). Define the increment-derivativeß off

by /+(a) = f(mK(a)) — f(a) (a E K). Note that by compactness of K and

continuity of/, the set (a G K: \f*(a)\ > e) is finite for every e > 0, and so
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P has a countable support. Let the a-increment of f be the function J E

C(K) defined by J(b) = 0 for b < a and J(b) = f\a) for b > a. For a real

number r let rK E C(K) be the constant function with value r everywhere.

We shall write r instead of rK when no confusion may arise. J E C(K) is

called an increment of f if J is an a-increment of / for some a G A, or if

/ = f(mK). Since p has a countable support, / has only countably many

increments. We say that f is a sum of its increments if / = 2„ /„ holds in

C(K), where (J„)n is an enumeration of fs increments. / G C(K) is uniquely

determined by its increments iff / G C(K),p = P,f(mK) = f(mK) imply/ = /.

Note that by (/ - fy* = /+ - /+, (c) is equivalent to

(c')f(mK) = 0 and/+ = 0 imply/ = 0 (/ G C(K)).

Let QQ denote the ordered set of rational numbers in the closed unit

interval [0, 1]. Consider the following statement on an ordered set K:

(a') K does not contain a subset order isomorphic to Q0.

(a') implies (a): In fact assume that K is not scattered, and let D0 C K be a

nonempty set with no relatively isolated points. Notice that if a,b E Z)0,

b = rnDo(a) and a < b, then rnD¡)(b) = b (otherwise b is isolated in D0).

Removing from D0 those points a for which a < rnD (a) we obtain a subset

Dx of D0 such that: for any a,b E Dx with a < b there is a c E Dx with

a < c < b. It is now easy to pick a subset D Ç Dx which in addition is

countable and has a first and last element. Such a set is well known to be

order isomorphic with Q0.

If K is compact, then (a) implies (a') as well. Indeed, let D Q K be order

isomorphic to Q. By Proposition 1, every subset of D has a supremum in K,

and so D has the cardinality of the continuum, contradicting (d). The

compactness assumption is necessary for this implication: replace every

rational number by a copy of the set of integers. The ordered set obtained is

scattered-as a matter of fact, discrete-but contains a subset order isomorphic

with Q0.

We refer the reader to [M] for other notation used, and for a proof of:

(e) Let A be a countable compact ordered set. Then every/ G C(K) is a

sum of its increments.

Proof of Theorem 1. Our proof of Theorem 1 consists of the following

implications:

(l)(b)=*(c),

(2)(c)^(a),   (d)=>(a),

(3)(a)^(c),   (a)^(d),

(4)(c) + (d) + (e)=*(b).

(1) (b) => (c): Assume (b) and let / G C(K) satisfy f(mK) = 0, /+ = 0.

Then 0 is the only increment of/, and so, by (b),/ = 0. Thus (c') holds, hence

(c).

(2) (c) => (a), (d) => (a). Assume not (a), hence not (a'). Let D C K be

order isomorphic to Q0, and let g: D —> Q0 be an order isomorphism. By
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Proposition 1, \D\ = 2"°, hence (d) fails. Define a real valued / on K by

/(a) = 0 for a < mD, and/(a) = sup( g(d): d E D, d < a} for mD < a. It is

readily checked that/ G C(K) and/maps K onto the unit interval [0, 1]. But

f(mx) — 0 and/* = 0, and so (c'), hence (c), fails.

(3) (a) => (c), (a) => (d). We summarize some notions and facts from the

theory of scattered spaces first. Let A" denote the set of nonisolated points in

the topological space X. Define Ar(ft) for every ordinal u by Ar(0) = X,

X(»+i) _, x<& and X(v) = n^, X(>l) for a limit ordinal v. Then A"**0 is

closed in X and A"(,,) D Ar(r) for u < v. Let rkfJT) be the smallest v such that

A"w = X(v+X\ Then A" is scattered iff X(v) =0 for v > rk(A"). If A" is a

scattered compact Hausdorff space then rk(A') = u + 1 and A,(m) is finite.

Define ch(Ar) for a scattered compact Hausdorff space X by ch^A") = ( u, m),

where rk(A") = u + 1 and \X(ll)\ = w.

Proposition 2. Le/ K be a scattered ordered set, and let a,b E K, a < b. If

(a, b) =7=0 then there is an isolated point c E K with a < c < b.

Proof. Indeed, if the open interval (a, b) is nonempty, it contains a

relatively isolated point c. Since (a, b) is open in K, c is an isolated point of

K.   D
By Proposition 2 and its preceding remarks we have:

Proposition 3. Let K be a nonempty scattered compact ordered set and let

ch(K) = (u, m). Then K = 21<m K¡ where K¡ is a scattered compact ordered

set satisfying ch(K¡) = (u, 1) (i < m).

Let A,B be subsets of K. We say that A is upper cofinal [lower cofinal] in B

iff for every b E B there is an a E A such that b < a [a < b]. We also agree

that 0 is (upper and lower) cofinal in 0. Given a E K, define cf_(a)

[cf+(a)] to be the least ordinal p such that [mK, a) contains an upper cofinal

subset order isomorphic with p (the least ordinal o such that (a, MK] contains

a lower cofinal subset order isomorphic with the inverse order of a). Then

cf_(a), cf+(a) are actually regular cardinals, cf_(mK) = cf+(MK) = 0, cf_(a)

= 1 [cf+(a) = 1] iff a = rn^(A) for b < a [b = rn^a) for a < b] and in

other cases cf_(a), cf+(a) are infinite regular cardinals. Given a E K with

cf_(a) > 1 we may by Proposition 2 pick in [mK, a) an upper cofinal set of

order type cf_(a) consisting entirely of isolated points. An analogous state-

ment is true of (a, MK], Hence we have:

Proposition 4. Let K be a scattered compact ordered set, a E K, and let

p = cf_(a), a = cf+(a). Then there are sequences (Ly)y<p, (Us)s<a of nonempty

closed intervals in K such that:

(1) Ly<Ly,<a< Ua. <Us(y<y'<p,8<S'< a),

(2) [mk, a) = U r<p Ly, (a, MK] = (J s<a Ut.

We are now ready to prove

(3) (a)=*(d)   (a)=*(c).
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Proposition 5. Let K be a scattered compact ordered set. Then:

(i)ifA ç Kthen\A\ = \A\;
(ii) iff E C(K) satisfies f(mk) = 0 andp = 0 then f = 0.

Proof. We prove (i) and (ii) by induction on ch(K) = ( ¡i, m). (i) and (ii)

are true for finite K so we may assume 0 < u. If K = A, + K2, where A, and

K2 are compact ordered sets for which (i) and (ii) holds, then (i) and (ii) holds

of K as well. Hence, by Proposition 3, we may assume that ch(A) = (u, 1),

and that (i) and (ii) are true for all compact ordered sets K' with ch(A') =

(u', m) where u' < ju. and m E u. Assume then that A(,l) = [a], and let

p = cf_(a), o = cf+(a). Let (Ly)y<p, (Us)Sea be sequences of nonempty

closed intervals of K satisfying (1) and (2) of Proposition 4. Then Ly, Us are

compact ordered sets satisfying Lip, U^ Ç K(v) for every ordinal v. Hence

L^ Ç 1^ n K(ll) whence Li^ = 0. Similarly, U^ = 0 and so we may

assume that for each y < p, 8 < o, (i) and (ii) are true of L_, U$.

We next prove that (i) is true of K. First note that (i) is true of an arbitrary

well-ordered set D. In fact, let A C D where D is well-ordered. Then A is

well-ordered, and so let g be an order preserving mapping of A onto an

ordinal X. Let B denote the set of limit ordinals smaller than X. Then

|X| = \X-B\ and X_- B ç g(A) c g(A) = X, and so |X| = |X - B\ < \g(A)\

= \A\<\A\- \g(A)\ = |X|, whence \A\ = \A\.
Now let A C K, and we show that \A\ = \A\. Let A_ = A n [mk, a),

A + = A n (a, MK\ Since A ç A _ u [a] U A+, it is enough to prove (i) for

A _ and for A +. Thus, we shall assume A ç [wt, a). The other case is proved

similarly. Since (i) is obvious for finite A, we further assume thaM is infinite.

Let Ay = A n Ly (y < p), let D = {y < p: Ay ¥=0), and let £> denote the

closure of D in p. Let w^ = m, , and define F Ç A by

E= {a} U {my:y 6ö)u U ^
yez>

Now, by definition \D\ < \A\ and \Ay\ < \A\ (y < o). Hence by the well-

ordered case, \D\ = \D\ < |,4| and by the induction hypothesis |^4y| = |^4y| <

\A\. Thus, \E\ < \A\ + \A\2 + 1 and since A is infinite, |£| < \A\. Also,

ACE, and it is easily checked that E is closed in K. Thus, /4 c E, whence

\A\ < \E\ < |^| and so |ij = \A\. Thus, (i) is true of A.

Finally, we prove that (ii) is true of K. Let/ G C(A) satisfy f(mk) = 0 and

P = 0*. Let rriy = m,. Since /t|Ly = 0^ we have by induction hypothesis

/|Ly = f(my)L' (y < p). Since/ is continuous and since/1 = 0, it follows by

induction on y < p that /(mf) = 0 for all y < p, whence also f(a) = 0.

Similarly, let Ms = MUs. Then by /+| Us = 0 we have by induction /| Us =

f(Ms)u» (8 < a). Since/is continuous and/f = 0 it follows by induction on

8 < p that f(Ms) = f(MK) for 8 < p, whence also f(a) = f(MK). Thus by

f(a) = 0 we conclude/ = 0*, establishing (ii).   □

(4) (c) + (d) + (e) => (b). Call an ordered set B a right neighbor extension
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(r.n.e.) of a subset A GBiffbEB-A implies b = rns(a) for some a G A,

or b = mB. It is readily checked that if B is an r.n.e. of A then B is compact

[scattered] whenever A is compact [scattered] and that B and A are both finite

or else \B\ = \A\.

Let K he a compact ordered set and let A be a closed subset of K. For

b E K — A let <A> denote the largest open interval in K containing b and

disjoint from A. Define the reduction of K by A as the ordered set B = A U

{<£>: 6 G K - A} ordered by the obvious order inherited from K. Since A is

closed, B is an r.n.e. of A (if b E K — A,(b/=£mB then <A> = rnÄ(supL4 n

[mk, b)))).

Assume now (c) + (d) + (e), and we prove (b).

Let A" be a nonempty compact scattered set, and let / G C(K). Let

A0 = (a G K: P(a) ^ 0), and let A = A0. Then A is compact, and since A0

is a countable subset of K, so is 4 by (d). Let B be the reduction of K by A.

Then 5 is again a countable compact ordered set. Let / be the closure in K of

some member of B — A. Then (/|/)f = 07 and so, by (c), f\I is constant.

Thus b E K - A, b' E <A> imply fib) = /(A'). Define a real function/on B

by /|^ = f\A, /«A» = /(A), for b E K - A. By our previous remark, / is

well defined. It is easily seen that/ G C(B), and that/^a) = f(a) for a G A,

P«.b}) - 0 for A G # - A. For g G C(5) define g G C(Ä-) by g\A = g|^

and g(A) = g«A» for b G K — A. Then g -> g is a linear isometry of C(B)

into C(K) carrying / to /, and {J: J is an increment of /} is the set of

increments off. Now, by (e), there is an enumeration (Jn)n offs increments,

such that /= 2„ Jn holds in C(B). Applying " to both sides, we obtain

/ = S„ J„ in C(K), and so / equals a sum of its increments.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Concluding remarks. (1) There are scattered compact spaces where (d)

holds, that are not orderable (e.g. the one point compactification of an

uncountable discrete set). There are also scattered compact Hausdorff spaces

where (d) fails (e.g. the one point compactification of the set of all zero-one

sequences of length < w, topologized by the requirements that each finite

sequence is isolated, and that a basic open neighborhood of an infinite

sequence a consists of a and all but finitely many of a's initial segments).

Problem. Classify the (scattered) compact Hausdorff spaces where (d)

holds.

(2) Theorem 1 gives an extension of Cech's observation that every

continuous real function on w, is ultimately constant [C]. In fact, it follows

from it that for any continuous real function / on a compact scattered

ordered set K there is a closed countable set A G K such that/is constant on

each convex component of K — A (see the proof of (4)).

(3) Theorem 1 stays true if C(K) is replaced by C(K; V), the space of all

continuous functions from K into an arbitrary Banach space V (as (e) is true

in this more general context [M]).
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Added in proof. The class of compact Hausdorff spaces where (d) holds is

also discussed by Mrowka, Rajagopalan and Soundararajan [MRS]. P. R.

Meyer showed that (d) is true in every scattered suborderable space (private

communication).
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